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Illustrator User Guide Get to know Illustrator Illustrator on the iPad Cloud documents Add and edit content Drawing 3D effects and Adobe Substance materials Color Painting Select and arrange objects Reshape objects Type Create special effects Web graphics Import, export, and save Printing Automate tasks Troubleshooting Encapsulated
PostScript (EPS) is a popular file format for transferring vector artwork between applications. You can bring artwork from EPS files into Illustrator using the Open command, the Place command, the Paste command, and the drag-and-drop feature. Keep the following in mind when working with EPS artwork: When you open or embed an EPS file that
was created in another application, Illustrator converts all objects to native Illustrator objects. However, if the file contains data that Illustrator doesn’t recognize, some loss of data may occur. As a result, unless you need to edit the individual objects in an EPS file, it’s best to link to the file rather than open or embed it. EPS format does not support
transparency; therefore, it is not a good choice for placing transparent artwork from other applications into Illustrator. Instead, use PDF 1.4 format for this purpose. You may receive an error message when printing or saving artwork that includes linked EPS files, if those files were saved in binary format (for example, in Photoshop's default EPS
format). In this case, resave the EPS files in ASCII format, embed the linked files into the Illustrator artwork, print to a Binary print port instead of an ASCII print port, or save the artwork in AI or PDF format instead of EPS format. If you are color-managing artwork in a document, embedded EPS images are part of the document and therefore colormanaged when sent to a printing device. In contrast, linked EPS images are not color-managed, even if color management is turned on for the rest of the document. If you import an EPS color that has the same name as a color in your document but a different definition, Illustrator displays an alert. Select Use Linked File’s Color to replace the color in
your document with the EPS color in the linked file. All objects using this color in your document will get updated appropriately. Select Use Document’s Color to leave the swatch as is and resolve all color conflicts using the document’s color. The EPS preview cannot be changed, so the preview may be incorrect, but it will print to the correct plates.
Selecting Apply to All will resolve all color conflicts, using the definition either of the document or the linked file, depending on which option you choose. Occasionally you may encounter a warning when opening an Illustrator document containing embedded EPS images. If the application cannot find the original EPS image, you will be prompted to
extract the EPS image. Select the Extract option in the dialog box; the image will be extracted into the same directory as the current document. Although the embedded file does not preview in the document, the file will now print correctly. By default, linked EPS files are displayed as a high resolution preview. If a linked EPS file isn’t visible in the
document window, it may be because the file’s preview is missing. (Previews are sometimes lost when transferring EPS files saved with PICT previews from Mac OS to Windows.) To restore the preview, resave the EPS file with a TIFF preview. If performance is negatively affected when you place the EPS, reduce the preview resolution: choose Edit >
Preferences > File Handling & Clipboard (Windows) or Illustrator > Preferences > File Handling & Clipboard (Mac OS), and select Use Low Resolution Proxy For Linked EPS. Desktop Color Separation (DCS) is a version of the standard EPS format. The DCS 1.0 format supports only CMYK images while the DCS 2.0 format supports multichannel
CMYK files as well as multiple spot inks. (These spot inks appear as spot colors in Illustrator’s Swatches panel.) Illustrator recognizes clipping paths in Photoshop-created DCS 1.0 and DCS 2.0 files. You can link DCS files in Illustrator, but you can’t embed or open them. To see DCS transparency interactions in the Links panel, choose Panel Options
from the Links panel menu and select Show DCS Transparency Interactions. Illustrator will not open AutoCAD files saved in a version later than AutoCAD 2007. AutoCAD files include both DXF and DWG formats. You can import AutoCAD files from version 2.5 through version 2007. During import, you can specify scale, unit mapping (custom unit for
interpreting all the length data in the AutoCAD file), whether to scale lineweights, which layout to import, and whether to center the artwork. Illustrator supports most AutoCAD data, including 3D objects, shapes and paths, external references, region objects, spline objects (mapped to Bezier objects that retain the original shape), raster objects, and
text objects. When importing an AutoCAD file that contains external references, Illustrator reads the contents of the reference and places it at the appropriate locations in the Illustrator file. If an external reference is not found, the Missing Link dialog box opens so you can search for and retrieve the file. Illustrator User Guide Get to know Illustrator
Illustrator on the iPad Cloud documents Add and edit content Drawing 3D effects and Adobe Substance materials Color Painting Select and arrange objects Reshape objects Type Create special effects Web graphics Import, export, and save Printing Automate tasks Troubleshooting Last Updated on June 20, 2022 Creating good Arabic fonts is a
challenge – despite the various design courses and digital devices we now have at our disposal. That’s because typeface design has been, for the most part, aimed at Latin languages. Regular typography design just can’t accommodate the complexity and different contexts of the Arabic tongue. One common problem is that the usual Arabic fonts
available are either too small or can’t include modern changes to the language. However, more and more creatives are meeting demand. Thanks to different online platforms, the number of beautiful and legible Arabic fonts is increasing. Don’t dismay if you haven’t found the right Arabic typeface to use in your project. Take a look at this collection and
see if maybe the right font was just hiding here, all along. Beautiful Arabic Fonts 1. Hikma – Arabic Style Typeface Hikma is a unique Arabic style typeface with 35 beautiful ligatures. Inspired by gorgeous Arabian calligraphy, this font is suitable for any Islamic or Middle East content. Hikma is perfect for branding, photography, product designs,
stationery, wedding designs, invitations, watermarks, advertisements, labels, product packaging, special events and much more. Download Hikma Typeface 2. Mideast Inspired by Middle East calligraphic shapes, this bold script from Konstantinestudio is ideal for edgy or boho concepts. Use it for Arabic design, branding, logos, music, fashion, and
more. Download Mideast 3. Rakhisa Fun, bold, but still readable, this decorative sans serif from Tokokoo brings an ethnic, Middle East vibe that’s still friendly and joyful. Download Rakhisa 4. Tharwat Whether you’re working on Ramadan posters or travelogues, this solid sans captures that unique look while remaining legible. Works on PC and Mac.
Download Tharwat 5. Aslah Turkish Font Typefactoryco brings you this beautiful font inspired by Turkish aesthetics. Contains ligatures, alternates, and multilingual support for your convenience. Download Aslah Turkish Font 6. King Malik Stylish and decorative, this lovely serif can be used on book covers, headlines, photobooks, greeting cards, and
more. Download King Malik 7. Saihat Arabic Typeface Latin characters wrapped in gorgeous Middle Eastern style calligraphy, Alit Design gives you this elegant typeface that has plenty of uses, from print to digital projects. Download Saihat Arabic Typeface A new Arabic font, Khodijah, brings an elegant look to this gothic typography technique using
a digital flat pen. This font is adopted from the Hijaiyah letters, making them highly useful for any Islamic or Mid-east content. Download Khodijah 9. Quiska – Unique Fonts Quiska is an Arabic font with smooth, swashes and thick, beautiful ligatures. Beautiful bold headlines, logos, and typographic art can be created with Quiska. Download Quiska 10.
Samir Samir Arabic font is suitable for Arabic events and celebrations such as weddings, Eid Mubarak, and Ramadan, as well as for any posters or images related to travel. Download Samir 11. Tharwat Zanzabar is an exotic display typeface with a distinctive African font flair. The wispy, brush-like appearance would be great as an ethnic restaurant
logo, children’s book, or movie poster. Download Zanzabar 13. Hetaf, Arabic Typeface This versatile font does not completely follow traditional directions of Arabic scripting. This results in a totally readable product that looks good on print or on the Web. Download Hetaf 14. Nishan, Arabic Typeface This unique font combines the spirit of ancient
Kufic inscriptions with the elegance of contemporary Arabic writing. Available in three weights (Light, Regular, Bold). Download Nishan 15. Rawaj, Arabic Font This font family fuses visual features taken from three common Arabic handwriting styles: Kufic, Ruqu’ah, and Naskh. Available in three styles (Hollow-outlined, Heavy, and Transitional
Heavy), add this beautiful typeface to your collection today. Download Rawaj 16. Shafrah, Arabic Font A unique typeface based on distinctive Arabic handwriting style with ancient Egyptian flavor, this set also comes with an extra stylistic set inspired by Hieroglyphs. Download Shafrah 17. Kufigraph, Arabic Font This display font features distinct
geometric structures, unlike the traditional anatomy of the Arabic script. Completely re-designed to meet the new structure and to develop a unique typing experience, enjoy this product in three weights: Light, Regular, and Bold. Download Kufigraph 18. Enferad, Arabic Font Use this non-cursive Arabic font for your creative headlines, titles, or logos.
Available in a single weight with geometric structures and smooth, rounded edges, this typeface is as practical as it is beautiful. Download Enferad 19. Ebhaar, Arabic Font In Arabic, it means “dazzle”. Thanks to the beauty of its brush-pen lettering combined with the traditional features of Arabic calligraphy, you are sure to dazzle audiences, too!
Download Ebhaar 20. Zahey, Arabic Font Working on publications, web, or print projects? Then make a statement using this typeface that boldly merges geometric structures with traditional penmanship for a vivid look. Download Zahey 21. Lavah Pro This upgraded version from Protype is narrower and features a grunge, rough style that will be
amazing on vintage posters, branding projects, or ads. Download Lavah Pro 22. Kahraman As a word that means ‘amber’ in Arabic, this display font from Mostafa El Abasiry was inspired by the folk tales of One Thousand and One Nights, giving them that gorgeous, spontaneous look that will pair well with illustrations. Download Kahraman 23. Falak
Laced with astronomy and natural science themes, this display font has rounded letterforms that make it suitable for both corporate or personal creative pursuits. Download Falak 24. Mawzoon With heavy influences from the Ruq’ah script, this display font contains a solid structure and comes in 2 styles (Normal and Oblique) for you to choose from.
Download Mawzoon 25. Taleeq Arabic for ‘fluent’ or ‘freed’, it’s a typeface that looks clean and is available in 3 practical styles (Bold, Regular, and Light) for print or digital projects. Related: 15 Practical Number Fonts To Display Numbers in StyleDownload Taleeq 26. Ostouri, Arabic Font This typeface is Arabic for “legendary”. And true to its name,
it captures the harmonious flow of forms and connections, which is necessary when telling a story – on- or offline. Created by Mostafa El Abasiry, this is an elegant addition to any designer’s toolkit. Download Ostouri 27. Paxalah, Arabic Font Inspired by the 8-bit graphics, this font is Arabic slang for “pixelation”. Perfect for works in web design,
advertising, and print. Download Paxalah 28. Tashabok, Arabic Font Arabic for “overlapping or intertwinement”, this Arabic typeface features uniquely intertwined hollow letterforms, most suited for branding, typographic compositions, and print. Download Tashabok 29. Kaleem, Arabic Font This font’s name in Arabic refers to “unique talker”. It also
indicates a person who has far-reaching conversation skills. Featuring a unique writing style and a solid geometric structure, it’s available in Bold and Regular. Download Kaleem 30. Tarhaal, Arabic Font This display font would be perfect for creative headings thanks to its solid geometric structure and heavy letterforms. Download Tarhaal 31.
Makeen, Arabic Font Available in three styles (Regular, Slant, and Joined-Dots), try this versatile typeface in web, ads, and print projects. Download Makeen 32. Olfah, Arabic Typeface Sometimes, you just need a friendly font that also looks good on logos, headlines, infographics, and more. Choose this typeface when you want something casual yet
usable. Download Olfah 33. Mozarkash, Arabic Font Need something decorative to truly catch the eye? Look no further than this display font, which is the Arabic word for “emblazoned”. Download Mozarkash 34. Tasreeh, Arabic Font Give a good first impression for your business or commercial projects with this typeface, featuring bold, active
letterforms. Download Tasreeh 35. Ahaleel, Arabic Font For those who need something special for branding works, mobile apps, or children’s books, this display font with its funky and casual style is perfect for you. Created with spontaneous letterforms, its solid geometric structures are sure to delight and please. Download Ahaleel 36. Alama, Arabic
Font Available in Regular and Bold, this typeface was exclusively designed to be used for creating gorgeous branding projects such as logos, signage, headers, and more. Download Alama 37. Jazeel, Arabic Typeface Need a versatile font that can remain readable when used whether as headers or regular text? This one can do both – thanks to its bold
yet solid geometric composition that remains legible no matter how you apply it. Download Jazeel 38. Anteeqa Anteeqa (the Arabic slang for ‘Antique’) is an Arabic display font that features a distinctive blend of geometric letterforms infused with traditional Arabic calligraphy. The typeface is perfect for branding, creative designs, print, and mobile
applications. Download Anteeqa 39. Mareh Mareh (the Arabic word for ‘Cheerful’) is an Arabic display font that features prolonged-squared letterform structure. Mareh typeface consists of two weights (Regular and Bold). It suits various range of creative projects including web, publication, packaging, branding and mobile applications. Download
Mareh 40. Greycliff Arabic Geometric Sans Font Greycliff Arabic’s geometric, monolinear construction lends a classic durability, tempered by softened edges and vibrant shapes. Covering both Arabic and Latin scripts, Greycliff Arabic allows for visually cohesive multiple-script applications. A host of Arabic-script diacritics are included for wide
language support and compatibility. Download Greycliff Arabic Geometric Sans Font 41. Holy Month Holy Month is a display font inspired by Arabic Manuscript. It is constructed with geometric glyphs, making the font look modern and suitable for branding, cards, posters, promotions, product packaging, etc. Holy Month comes with ligatures,
alternates, and supports 60+ Latin-based languages. Download Holy Month Font 42. Sabana This Arabic style typography by Motokiwo would be perfect for Ramadan Kareem greeting cards, invitations, and travel photos. Download Sabana 43. Jasmine Script (FREE) This beautiful brush script from Katario Studio can be applied to almost any project,
from personal branding to DIY crafts. Free for personal use ONLY. Download Jasmine Script (FREE) 44. Momken Font (FREE) Inspired by the Arabic word, Mumkin, which means ‘could’, ‘can’, and ‘maybe’, this display typeface by Kareem Mrghani will lend all kinds of possibilities to your works. Free for commercial and personal use. Download
Momken Font 45. VLAX Font (FREE) Anyone ae brings to you this noble and elegant Arabic calligraphy that comes in 2 styles – elongated and compact. It includes punctuations and diacritics to help you decorate aesthetically. Download VLAX Font 46. DG Rawnaq Font (FREE) A little bit playful but still professional, this Arabic font from Hossam El
Deen Ahmed will complement anything and still look amazing. Download DG Rawnaq Font 47. Yaseer Typeface (FREE) Searching for an adorable scribble font for Arabic handwriting? You’ve found the perfect one in this creation by Fahd Al Fraikh. Use it on menus, labels, cards, logos, posters, and more! Download Yaseer Typeface 48. Marshmallow
Typeface (FREE) Made by Yousef Alhamili and Abody Ammar, this funny, sweet, and fluid Arabic font will make your blogs, websites, portfolios, and posters stand out! Free for personal use ONLY. Download Marshmallow Typeface 49. Hamah Fonts Family (FREE) Simple, practical, and readable, this Arabic font from Nabil MURAD has numerous uses
not only at the office, but also for your personal projects. Download Hamah Fonts Family 50. Massar (FREE) This Arabic calligraphy by Mohammed Abd El khaliq has outline features that will look stunning on posters, invitations, presentations, and social media posts. Download Massar Did you enjoy these beautiful Arabic fonts? Whether you want
something authentic to tell your story, or you need it for a big event, these typefaces have got you covered. Download a set today and see the possibilities it offers.
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